TRAVEL MAKES THE MEMORIES, TAMRON CAPTURES THEM

The freedom felt looking out on a wide-open vista. Connections made around a crackling campfire. Heart-pumping adventures and spontaneous smiles. Discovering local delicacies and detailed artifacts.

These are the moments that we travel for. Capture them with Tamron’s 18-270mm all-in-one zoom lens, the ultimate asset for photographers on the move. The signature compact design, exceptional versatility, and high-performance imaging make it the ideal lens for travel photography.

QUALITY AND CONVENIENCE
With the Tamron 18-270mm, your journeys live on as vast landscapes, bustling street scenes, thoughtful portraits, once-in-a-lifetime action shots, and stunning macro close-ups. It’s the only lens you need for every subject and destination. Leave the multiple lenses and extraneous gear at home. Document a city escape and countryside campout. Explore galleries and cafes, forests and canyons. Enhance your travel memories while simplifying your equipment.

Wherever your wanderlust takes you, capture every moment and memory with one lens: the Tamron 18-270mm. Learn more at www.tamron-usa.com

PROFESSIONAL-LEVEL FEATURES
Weighing just 15.9 oz. and only 3.8” long, this versatile 15X lens effortlessly zooms from wide-angle to telephoto. Designed exclusively for Canon, Nikon, and Sony APS-C format DSLRs, it features Tamron’s acclaimed VC image stabilization system for blur-free hand-held shots and Tamron’s PZD AF motor for fast and quiet autofocus. It was awarded the prestigious EISA Best Zoom Lens of the Year 2011-2012.